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ABSTRACT
Real-worldHuman-Robot Interaction (HRI) requires robots to adeptly
perceive and understand the dynamic human-centred environments
in which they operate. Recent decades have seen remarkable ad-
vancements that have endowed robots with exceptional perception
capabilities. The first workshop on “Causal-HRI: Causal Learning
for Human-Robot Interaction” aims to bring together research per-
spectives from Causal Discovery and Inference and Causal Learn-
ing, in general, to real-world HRI applications. The objective of
this workshop is to explore strategies that will not only embed
robots with capabilities to discover cause-and-effect relationships
from observations, allowing them to generalise to unseen interac-
tion settings, but also to enable users to understand robot behaviours,
moving beyond the ‘black-box’ models used by these robots. This
workshop aims to facilitate an exchange of views through invited
keynote presentations, contributed talks, group discussions and
poster sessions, encouraging collaborations across diverse scien-
tific communities. The theme of HRI 2024, “HRI in the real world,”
will inform the overarching theme of this workshop, encouraging
discussions on HRI theories, methods, designs and studies focused
on leveraging Causal Learning for enhancing real-world HRI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The successful deployment of robots that collaborate with humans
in real-world environments must be addressed by machine intel-
ligence that understands not only environment objects and fea-
tures, but also human interaction. From coordination to coopera-
tion, robots that accommodate human preferences and needs to
masterfully operate in the real world require learning and reason-
ing capabilities that exceed the intelligence that can currently be
endowed with state-of-the-art methods based on correlation. Yet,
causal reasoning and learning, hallmarks of human intelligence [9–
11, 17], promise a path forward to the robot cognition required for
the vast social benefits that emerge from successful robot deploy-
ments in homes, hospitals, and other public places.

Indeed, early attempts at leveraging causality to improve robotic
capabilities have proven promising [14, 15]. Causal inference meth-
ods have been shown to improve the robustness of robot policies
learned from human demonstrations [19, 20], explain robot fail-
ures [5], learn robot intent communication [7, 12] and even discover
the world dynamics from human interactions [2, 6].

As the integration of causality within machine learning (ML) is
still nascent [18], we believe the field of Human-Robot Interaction
(HRI) stands to gain by examining and integrating new methods
in causal learning. To this end, the “Causal-HRI: Causal Learning
for Human-Robot Interaction” Workshop1 seeks to bring together
a multidisciplinary team of researchers to highlight and discuss
novel methods in causal HRI and identify future directions in this
exciting and promising new field.

2 BACKGROUND
Recent research developments have resulted in robotic systems
becoming more ubiquitous in human life. These robots are now
increasingly taking on roles that involve complex HRI dynamics
(for example, assistants and tutors). However, much of this progress
is grounded in pattern recognition and statistical correlation-based
ML, neglecting the intrinsic structures and interdependencies be-
tween variables in observational data and the underlying causal
relationships that govern the emergence of these dependencies.
Causality focuses on unraveling such causal structures and relation-
ships inherent in the data. Many challenges within ML and HRI,
including generalisation and bias issues, can be attributed to this
ignorance of cause-and-effect relationships between data variables.

Tools within causal reasoning such as the causal hierarchy (Asso-
ciation, Intervention and Counterfactuals) [16], causal relationship

1The website of the Causal-HRI Workshop: https://causal-hri.github.io/
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learning [3] and causal discovery methods [8] have posited that
the challenges within both ML and HRI can be addressed by such
tools [4, 21]. The recent workshop on "Causality for Robotics: An-
swering the Question ofWhy”2 organised at IROS 2023 drew a range
of submissions, highlighting how methods grounded in causality
can address challenges in robotics research [1, 13]. This workshop
attempts to extend these findings by focusing on HRI research.

3 WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
Causal-HRI is a half-day, hybrid workshop focused on exploring
Causal Discovery and Inference and Causal Learning for real-world
Human-Robot Interaction. The proposed workshop includes:
• Keynote Talks: Prof. Holly Yanco (University ofMassachusetts
Lowell), Prof. Alison Gopnik (University of California at Berke-
ley), and Prof. Karinne Ramirez-Amaro (Chalmers University
of Technology, Sweden) will present their insights from Causal
Discovery and Inference, Causal Representation Learning, Ro-
botics, and Human-Robot Interaction. Keynote presentations
will last 30 minutes (20-minutes talk with a 10-minute Q&A).

• Contributed Talks: The authors of accepted research papers
will present their work as an 8-minute oral presentation, fol-
lowed by 2-minute Q&A.

• Poster Session: The authors of the accepted poster contribu-
tions will present their position extended abstracts as lightning
talks during the poster session.

• Group Discussion: Following the presentations, the audience
will be split into smaller groups to facilitate discussions on the
key themes of the workshop. Insights from the discussions will
be collated and shared on the workshop website.

3.1 Target Audience and Advertisement for
Participation

We invite authors to submit their contributions as 3-4 page (plus
additional pages for references and appendices) papers, highlight-
ing their experimental results, technical reports, and case studies
focused on Causal Learning for Human-Robot Interaction. In partic-
ular, we encourage submissions addressing the theme of HRI 2024:
“HRI in the real-world.” All submissions will be peer-reviewed for
their novelty, relevance, contribution to the field, and technical
soundness. We also invite researchers to submit position articles
as 1-2 page extended abstracts (posters). These accepted poster sub-
missions will be presented as lightning talks during the dedicated
poster session at the workshop.

The workshop is advertised to members of the Causality and
Causal Learning community using the respective mailing lists and
Slack channels such as ContinualCausality and Alan Turing Causal
Inference Interest group, amongst others. Additionally, the work-
shop is advertised to various robotics and Human-Robot Interaction
communities such as robotics-worldwide, HRI-Announcements,
CHI-Announcements, and other dedicated working groups. The
workshop is also announced using a dedicated website3 and Slack
Workspace4 to form a community of researchers working on Causal
Learning for Human-Robot Interaction. The workshop will also
2https://sites.google.com/view/iros23-causal-robots
3https://causal-hri.github.io
4https://causal-hri.slack.com

be advertised on social media channels such as Twitter (X) and
LinkedIN. The workshop is expected to garner the attention of
around 45-50 attendees from the Causal Learning, Causal Discov-
ery and Inference, ML, and HRI communities.

3.2 Plans for Documenting the Workshop
Accepted papers will be published on the workshop website. Based
on authors’ consent and preferences, the proceedings of the work-
shop will be compiled as a single submission or as an indexed
compendium of individual papers and made available on arXiv. As
Causality for HRI is a relatively new topic, we would also gather
the insights learnt during the workshop, in the form of an article
submission for a robotics or HRI conference or journal to create a
stepping stone for the community to start exploring these ideas.

3.3 List of Topics
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
• Causal inference and representation learning
• Scene understanding with causal inference
• Causal learning for human behaviour understanding
• Causal learning for skill-discovery for robots
• Causal discovery of latent graphs for robotic behaviour learning
• Causal learning for state/action-space inferences
• Counterfactual reasoning for robotics
• Generalised representation learning for HRI
• Explanations for robot behaviours
• Explainable human-robot interaction
• Applications for/of causal HRI
• Research datasets, software, open-source tools, hardware anal-
ysis, system benchmarks in/for causal HRI.

3.4 Statement of Inclusion, Diversity and Equity
The workshop will devote particular care to include traditionally
underrepresented, historically marginalised and economically un-
derprivileged attendees. To invite a diverse audience, the workshop
is also advertised in affinity group organisations such as Black in
AI, Indigenous in AI, LatinX in AI, Queer in AI, Women in ML,
amongst others. To further improve global accessibility, the work-
shop is organised in a hybrid fashion and the recordings of the
workshop will be made available publicly, post-conference.

4 ORGANISERS
Jiaee Cheong (University of Cambridge, UK) is a PhD student at
the Affective Intelligence and Robotics (AFAR) Lab, University of
Cambridge. Her research interests lie at the intersection of causality,
fairness, machine learning, affective computing, and HRI.

Nikhil Churamani (University of Cambridge, UK) is a Postdoc-
toral Researcher at the AFAR Lab of the Department of Computer
Science and Technology, University of Cambridge. His PhD research
at the University of Cambridge focused on Continual Learning for
Affective Robotics, funded by EPSRC, UKRI. His current research
investigates Continual Learning of Affect for social robots, focused
on affect-driven learning for Human-Robot Interaction as well as
Federated Continual Learning of socially appropriate robot behav-
iors in human-centered environments. He has published in several
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top journals and conferences such as PMLR, IEEE Transactions of
Affective Computing, Frontiers in Robotics & AI, ACM/IEEE HRI,
IEEE FG, IEEE RO-MAN, IEEE IROS, amongst others.

Luke Guerdan (Carnegie Mellon University, USA) is a Ph.D. stu-
dent in the Human-Computer Interaction Institute at Carnegie
Mellon University. Luke conducts research at the intersection of
causal inference, human-computer interaction, and machine learn-
ing, with an emphasis on evaluating the reliability and safety of AI
systems. Luke completed his MPhil in the Affective Intellegence
and Robotics Lab at the University of Cambridge under the supervi-
sion of Prof. Gunes, where his thesis was titled Federated Continual
Learning for Human-Robot Interaction.

Tabitha Edith Lee (Carnegie Mellon University, USA) is a Ph.D.
candidate in Robotics at Carnegie Mellon University’s Robotics
Institute. She is a member of the Intelligent Autonomous Manipula-
tion lab and is advised by Prof. Oliver Kroemer. Her thesis research
investigates causal robot learning for manipulation: the interplay
between robot perception and control through the lens of causality
to learn and leverage the causal structure of manipulation tasks.
She was the lead organizer for the “Causality for Robotics: Answer-
ing the Question of Why” workshop at IROS 2023. Her research in
structural sim-to-real transfer has been recognized by an Honorable
Mention selection for the NCWIT Collegiate Award. She is also a
Siebel Scholar in Computer Science.

Zhao Han (University of South Florida, USA) is an Assistant Pro-
fessor of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of
South Florida, and leads the Reality, Autonomy, and Robot Experi-
ence (RARE) Lab. His research lies broadly in HRI, robotics, AI, and
augmented reality (AR). He received the best long-paper award at
INLG 2022, the best late-breaking report third prize at HRI 2022, and
a best late-breaking report nominee at HRI 2023. Co-editing several
special journal issues, he also co-organized multiple workshops at
HRI and ACII, and chaired paper sessions at IROS and AI-HRI.

Hatice Gunes (University of Cambridge, UK) is an internationally
recognized scholar and a Full Professor of Affective Intelligence
and Robotics. She is a former President of the Association for the
Advancement of Affective Computing and was a Faculty Fellow of
the Alan Turing Institute – UK’s national centre for data science
and artificial intelligence. She obtained her PhD in computer sci-
ence from the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) in Australia
as an awardee of the Australian Government International Post-
graduate Research Scholarship. Now directing the AFAR Lab at the
University of Cambridge’s Department of Computer Science and
Technology, Prof Gunes spearheads research on multimodal, social,
and affective intelligence for AI systems, particularly embodied
agents and robots, by cross-fertilizing research in the fields of Ma-
chine Learning, Affective Computing and Social Signal Processing
and Human Nonverbal Behaviour Understanding.
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